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Abstract
Background: Pediatric neuroblastoma is divided into MYCN ampli�ed and MYCN non-ampli�ed sub-
groups. However, the extent of heterogeneity within MYCN ampli�ed or non-ampli�ed pediatric
neuroblastoma is unclear.

Methods: The prognostic signi�cance of age and MYCN ampli�cation was determined through
multivariate cox regression and Kaplan-Meier survival analysis. MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric
neuroblastoma patients were divided into different sub-consensuses using non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) based on the gene expression pro�ling. Genes particularly expressed in MYCN non-
ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients were identi�ed using Therapeutically Applicable Research to
Generate Effective Treatments (TARGET) and Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) datasets. The prognostic
effects of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A and KIFIB in MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric
neuroblastoma patients were determined by Kaplan-Meier survival.

Results: Age and MYCN ampli�cation were independent prognostic factors in pediatric neuroblastoma.
MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma comprised young and old two distinct sub-groups.
Compared with MYCN non-ampli�ed old neuroblastoma patients, MYCN non-ampli�ed young
neuroblastoma patients had better clinical outcomes. MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma was
divided into three sub-consensuses through NMF assay and each sub-consensus was with signi�cantly
different clinical outcomes. However, MYCN ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma was relatively
homogeneous, and could not divide into sub-groups with different clinical outcomes by age or by NMF
assay. ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A and KIFIB were highly expressed in MYCN non-ampli�ed
young neuroblastoma patients. Moreover, the high expression levels of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST,
EPB41L4A or KIFIB were associated with the favorable prognosis of MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma
patients. We also found that DST was an independent prognostic factor in MYCN non-ampli�ed
neuroblastoma patients and MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma young patients with high DST
expression levels had the best clinical overall survival.

Conclusions: MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma was a heterogeneous disease and could be divided
into sub-groups based on age or the expression levels of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A or KIFIB.
MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma young patients with high DST expression levels had the best clinical
overall survival.

Background
Initiated from the sympathetic nervous system, pediatric neuroblastoma is a heterogeneous pediatric
tumor with variable clinical outcomes [1, 2]. Based on the MYCN ampli�cation status, International
Neuroblastoma Risk Group suggests that neuroblastoma comprises at least two distinct groups [3].
About 25% neuroblastoma patients with MYCN ampli�cation are classi�ed into high risk sub-group and
are correlated with adverse prognosis [4–6]. Moreover, neuroblastoma patients with high expression
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levels of MYCN target genes [7] or MYCN signature [8] are also associated with unfavorable clinical
outcomes. On the contrary, the other 75% neuroblastoma patients without MYCN ampli�cation are
classi�ed into low risk sub-group and are often had better clinical outcomes [4]. Although this
classi�cation provides deep molecular understanding of neuroblastoma, the extent of inner heterogeneity
within MYCN ampli�ed or non-ampli�ed sub-group is unknown. Whether the MYCN non-ampli�ed
neuroblastoma comprises other sub-consensuses with different prognosis is unclear.

Besides MYCN ampli�cation, age at initial neuroblastoma diagnosis is also a prognostic factor [9].
Compared with young neuroblastoma patients, old neuroblastoma patients usually had worse prognostic
outcomes because of the accumulating of somatic alterations with aging [10]. However, the relationship
of age at initial neuroblastoma diagnosis and MYCN ampli�cation in the predication of the clinical
outcomes of neuroblastoma is unclear. Also, the transcriptional pro�ling associated with age and MYCN
ampli�cation is unknown.

Using the gene expression pro�ling to identify the molecular inner sub-groups of human cancer is widely
accepted [11]. With the availability of published expression and clinical data in TARGET [12], GSE49710
[13] and GSE85047 datasets [14], we analyzed the intra-heterogeneity within MYCN ampli�ed or non-
ampli�ed sub-group and determined the relationship of age and MYCN ampli�cation in neuroblastoma
patients. Also the transcriptional pro�ling in MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients was
identi�ed. Our analysis suggested that MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma was heterogeneous and
could be divided into sub-groups based on age at initial neuroblastoma diagnosis or the expression levels
of DST. MYCN non-ampli�ed young patients with high DST expression levels had the best clinical overall
survival in neuroblastoma.

Methods
Data collection

The clinical �les and mRNA-seq datasets of neuroblastoma in TARGET were downloaded from
https://ocg.cancer.gov/. The clinical �les and microarray expression datasets of neuroblastoma
deposited in GEO datasets were downloaded from https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/, including
GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets.

Prognostic effects of age and MYCN ampli�cation

Neuroblastoma patients were divided into old and young sub-groups based on the mean age at initial
diagnosis. Kaplan-Meier estimator in GraphPad Prism software (version 5.0;
https://www.graphpad.com/) was applied to determine the different clinical overall survival of
neuroblastoma patients with different age or MYCN ampli�cation status using TARGET, GSE49710 and
GSE85047 datasets. P values were determined by Log-rank test.

Data processing

ftp://anonymous:guest@caftpd.nci.nih.gov/pub/OCG-DCC/TARGET/NBL/clinical/
https://ocg.cancer.gov/programs/target/target-methods
https://ocg.cancer.gov/
ftp://anonymous:guest@caftpd.nci.nih.gov/pub/OCG-DCC/TARGET/NBL/clinical/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
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FPKM derived from the mRNA-seq dataset was used to measure the gene expression levels in TARGET
dataset. The GSE49710 and GSE85047 microarray expression datasets were processed using R software
(version 3.5.0; https://www.r-project.org/). When multiple probes were corresponded to the same gene
symbol, the averaged expression values were used. The differentially expressed genes in MYCN non-
ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients were determined using Student’s t test.

Heatmap

R software “pheatmap” package (version 1.0.12; https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/pheatmap/
index.html) were used to generate the heatmaps. The clustering scale and clustering distance were
determined by "average" and ‘correlation’ methods, respectively.

Venn diagram

The common genes which were differentially expressed in MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma
patients in TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets were generated using VENNY 2.1 software
(http://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/index.html).

Gene ontology enrichment analysis

Gene ontology analysis was performed using The Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated
Discovery (DAVID) website (version 6.8; https://david.ncifcrf.gov). Enrichment P-value < 0.05 was
considered to be statistical signi�cant.

The Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) classi�cation

MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma in TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets were divided into
two sub-consensuses or three sub-consensuses using R software “NMF” package (version 0.22.0;
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/NMF/index.html). 10 number of runs and rank=2:3 were
performed to compute the object.

Prognostic effects of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A and KIFIB

Neuroblastoma patients were divided into high and low expression sub-groups based on the mean
expression levels of genes. R software ‘Survival’ package (version 3.1-8; https://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/survival/ index.html) was used to determine the different clinical outcomes of
neuroblastoma patients with high expression levels and low expression levels of ALCAM, CACNA2D3,
DST, EPB41L4A and KIFIB. Log-rank test was used to test the P values.

Multivariate cox regression

R software ‘survival’ package ‘coxph’ method (version 3.1-8) was used for multivariate cox regression
analysis. Log-rank test was used to calculate the P values.

https://ocg.cancer.gov/programs/target/target-methods
https://david.ncifcrf.gov/
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/survival/index.html
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Correlation plot

R software ‘corrplot’ package (version 0.84; https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/corrplot/index.html)
was used to determine the correlation of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A and KIFIB based on their
expression levels in TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets. Spearman’s correlation test was used
to determine the correlation coe�cients.

Statistical analysis

The box plots were generated from GraphPad Prism software (version 5.0; https://www.graphpad.com/).
Statistical analysis was performed using the Student’s t test in R software. P value less than 0.05 was
chosen to be statistically signi�cant difference.

Results
Age and MYCN ampli�cation are independent prognostic factors in pediatric neuroblastoma.

Previously, we had shown that neuroblastoma patients with MYCN ampli�cation were associated with
adverse prognosis and revealed the prognostic signi�cance of MYCN target genes using TARGET dataset
[7]. In the present study, we further tested the prognostic effects of age at initial neuroblastoma diagnosis
in TARGET dataset.

According to the TARGET clinical data, the mean age at initial neuroblastoma diagnosis was 3.2 years
old. However, the age of neuroblastoma patients were varied signi�cantly. 11.8% (72 out of 608)
neuroblastoma patients were younger than one year old, while, 3.3% (20 out of 608) patients were older
than eight years old. Previous reports suggested that age was a prognostic factor in neuroblastoma [9].
Consistently, we found that old neuroblastoma patients had worse prognosis than young pediatric
neuroblastoma patients in TARGET dataset (Fig. 1a).

The prognostic effects of age in pediatric neuroblastoma were further con�rmed using GSE49710 and
GSE85047 datasets. The mean age at initial neuroblastoma diagnosis was 2.08 years old in GSE49710
dataset and 2.19 years old in GSE85047 dataset. Similar to the results derived from TARGET dataset, we
found that old pediatric neuroblastoma patients had adverse clinical outcomes in both GSE49710 and
GSE85047 datasets (Fig. 1a).

MYCN ampli�cation was also associated with the clinical outcomes of pediatric neuroblastoma [5]. So,
next, we determined the relationships of age and MYCN ampli�cation in neuroblastoma. We found that
there was no signi�cant difference of the mean age in pediatric neuroblastoma patients with or without
MYCN ampli�cation in TARGET and GSE85047 datasets (Fig. 1b). Furthermore, the multivariate cox
regression assay suggested that age and MYCN ampli�cation were independent prognostic factors in
pediatric neuroblastoma in TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets (Fig. 1c).
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MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma is a heterogeneous disease and MYCN non-ampli�ed
young neuroblastoma patients have better prognosis.

Next, we determined the combination of age and MYCN ampli�cation in the predication of the clinical
outcomes of pediatric neuroblastoma. Pediatric neuroblastoma patients in TARGET, GSE49710 and
GSE85047 datasets were divided into four sub-groups based on the mean age and MYCN ampli�cation
status. The Kaplan-Meier plots showed that MYCN ampli�ed old patients and MYCN ampli�ed young
patients had not different clinical outcomes (Fig. 2a). However, MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric
neuroblastoma was divided into two different sub-groups. MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma
patients had signi�cant favorable prognosis than MYCN non-ampli�ed old neuroblastoma patients in
TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets (Fig. 2a). Those results suggested that MYCN non-ampli�ed
pediatric neuroblastoma was heterogeneous, and could be divided into old and young pediatric
neuroblastoma sub-groups.

Moreover, we showed that all the MYCN ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma patients and MYCN non-
ampli�ed old pediatric neuroblastoma patients were with histological unfavorable outcomes (Fig. 2b).
However, only 55% MYCN non-ampli�ed young pediatric neuroblastoma patients were with histological
unfavorable outcomes in TARGET dataset (Fig. 2b). Similarly, 25% MYCN non-ampli�ed young pediatric
neuroblastoma patients were in low risk sub-group, while, only one MYCN non-ampli�ed old pediatric
neuroblastoma patients were in low risk sub-group in TARGET dataset (Fig. 2b). Those results further
con�rmed the existing of different sub-groups in MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma patients.

Three sub-consensuses of MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients are with different clinical overall
survival.

Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) sub-consensus is a robust cancer classi�cation system based
globe gene expression levels [15, 16]. To further address the inner sub-groups of MYCN non-ampli�ed
pediatric neuroblastoma patients, we divided the MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in
TARGET dataset into two sub-consensuses (Fig. 3a) or three sub-consensuses (Fig. 3b) using NMF
classi�cation. We then tested the clinical overall survival of different sub-consensuses. When the MYCN
non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients were divided into two sub-consensuses, we found that there was
no signi�cant difference in the overall survival between sub-consensus 1 and sub-consensus 2 (Fig. 3a).
When divided the MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients into three sub-consensuses, we found
that, compared with sub-consensus 1 or sub-consensus 2, MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients
in sub-consensus 3 were with signi�cant low overall survival in TAEGET dataset (Fig. 3b).

The three sub-consensuses classi�cation of MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma was further validated in
GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets. Similarly, MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in GSE49710
and GSE85047 datasets were divided into three sub-consensuses using NMF (Fig. 3c and 3d). Although
not signi�cantly, MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in sub-consensus 3 were with low overall
survival in GSE49710 dataset (P = 0.09) (Fig. 3c). In GSE85047 dataset, MYCN non-ampli�ed
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neuroblastoma patients in sub-consensus 1 were with favorable overall survival (Fig. 3d). All those
results suggested there were three sub-consensuses in MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients.

MYCN ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma is a relatively homogeneous disease.

Previously, we had shown that age alone could not divide the MYCN ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma
patients into two different sub-groups with different clinical outcomes (Fig. 2a and 2b). Further, we
studied the inner sub-groups of MYCN ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma patients using NMF assay.
MYCN ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in TARGET dataset were divided into two sub-consensuses
(Fig. 4a). We found that, the overall survival between sub-consensus 1 and sub-consensus 2 was no
signi�cantly different (Fig. 4a). Even, in the three sub-consensuses classi�cation, the overall survival of
each sub-consensus was also not signi�cantly different (Fig. 4b).

Next, we tried to determine whether there were some genes could divide the MYCN non-ampli�ed or
MYCN ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma into two different sub-groups with different overall survival. To
achieve this study, all the prognostic genes in MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in each
TARGET, GSE49710 or GSE85047 dataset were identi�ed, respectively. We found that 226 genes shared
common prognostic signi�cance in MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in TARGET, GSE49710
and GSE85047 datasets (Fig. 4c). On the contrary, there was only one gene CSNK1G2 had prognostic
signi�cance in MYCN ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets
(Fig. 4d). Those results further highlighted that MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma was a
heterogeneous disease, while, MYCN ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma was a relatively homogeneous
disease.

Using Kaplan-Meier plots, we demonstrated the prognostic effects of CSNK1G2 in MYCN ampli�ed
pediatric neuroblastoma. We found that MYCN ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients with high expression
levels of CSNK1G2 were with low overall survival in TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets
(Fig. 4e).

Identi�cation of the transcriptional pro�ling in MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients

Previously, we had shown that MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma was included different sub-
groups and MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients had better prognosis (Fig. 2a). Next, we
tried to identify the differentially expressed genes in MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients
in TARGET dataset. Compared with MYCN ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients and MYCN non-ampli�ed
old neuroblastoma patients, 64 genes were highly expressed in MYCN non-ampli�ed young
neuroblastoma patients in TARGET dataset (Fig. 5a). However, there were only 12 genes were down-
regulated in MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients (Fig. 5a). Those differentially expressed
genes were involved in the regulation of neuron projection, regulation of GTPase activity and regulation
of cell-cell adhesion (Fig. 5b).
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The differentially expressed genes in MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients in GSE49710
and GSE85047 datasets were also identi�ed. There were 2952 and 612 genes were differentially
expressed in MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets,
respectively (Fig. 5a). Among them, ALCAM, BTBD9, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A, FGD6, GMEB1, IGSF3
and KIFIB were commonly changed in MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients in TARGET,
GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets (Fig. 5c). Using Heatmaps, we showed that those genes were all
highly expressed in MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients (Fig. 5d).

High expression levels of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A or KIFIB are associated with the favorable
prognosis of MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients.

Next, we determined the prognostic effects of ALCAM, BTBD9, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A, FGD6,
GMEB1, IGSF3 and KIFIB in MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients. Previously, we had identi�ed
226 prognostic genes in MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in TARGET, GSE49710 and
GSE85047 datasets (Fig. 4c). ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A and KIFIB were among those 226
prognostic genes and were associated with the good prognosis in MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma
patients. MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients with low expression levels of ALCAM, CACNA2D3,
DST, EPB41L4A or KIFIB were with low overall survival in TARGET dataset (Fig. 6a), GSE49710dataset
(Fig. 6b) and GSE85047 dataset (Fig. 6c).

Interestingly, high expression levels of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A or KIFIB were not only
associated with the prognosis of MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients, but also were associated
with the prognosis of all neuroblastoma patients. Neuroblastoma patients with high expression levels of
ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A or KIFIB had favorable clinical overall survival in TARGET dataset
(Fig. 7a), GSE49710dataset (Fig. 7b) and GSE85047 dataset (Fig. 7c).

CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A and KIFIB are down-regulated in the sub-consensus 3 of MYCN non-
ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients.

Previously, we had shown that there were three sub-consensuses of MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma
patients with different clinical outcomes (Fig. 3). Next, we tested the expression levels of ALCAM,
CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A and KIFIB in the three different sub-consensuses in TARGET, GSE49710 and
GSE85047 datasets. The expression levels of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, EPB41L4A and KIFIB were not
different in the three sub-consensuses of MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in TARGET
dataset (Fig. 8a). Only, compared with sub-consensus 1, DST was lowly expressed in sub-consensus 3 of
MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients (Fig. 8a).

Moreover, DST was also lowly expressed in sub-consensus 3 of MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma
patients in GSE49710 (Fig. 8b) and GSE85047 (Fig. 8c) datasets, compared with MYCN non-ampli�ed
neuroblastoma patients in sub-consensus 1 or sub-consensus 2. Furthermore, the relative expression
levels of CACNA2D3, EPB41L4A and KIFIB were lower in sub-consensus 3 in GSE49710 dataset,
compared with MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in sub-consensus 1 (Fig. 8b). Also,
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compared with sub-consensus 2, CACNA2D3, EPB41L4A and KIFIB were lowly expressed in MYCN non-
ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in sub-consensus 3 in GSE85047 dataset (Fig. 8c).

Expression level of DST is an independent prognostic factor in MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric
neuroblastoma.

Next, we tried to determine the associations of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A and KIFIB in MYCN
non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients. First, based on their expression levels, we found those genes were
highly correlated with each other, as demonstrated the high correlation coe�cients of those genes in
TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets (Fig. 9a).

Second, using multivariate cox regression, we determined the correlation of age, ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST,
EPB41L4A or KIFIB expressions in the prediction of the clinical overall survival of MYCN non-ampli�ed
neuroblastoma patients. In TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets, we found that the expression
level of DST was an independent prognostic marker (Fig. 9b). Those results suggested that, although,
ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A and KIFIB shared similar expression signature, the prognostic
signi�cance of DST was different.

Young patients with high DST expression level have the best prognosis in MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric
neuroblastoma.

Since age associated gene DST was an independent prognostic factor in MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric
neuroblastoma, we wondered if the combination of DST, age and MYCN could achieve best prognostic
signi�cance. To test this hypothesis, MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma patients in TARGET
datasets were divided into old patients with high DST expression, old patients with low DST expression,
young patients with high DST expression and young patients with low DST expression four sub-groups.
We found that MYCN non-ampli�ed young patients with high DST expression had the better prognosis
than other three sub-groups (Fig. 10a). Similarly, in GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets, MYCN non-
ampli�ed young patients with high DST expression also had the best prognosis, while, MYCN non-
ampli�ed old patients with low DST expression had the worst prognosis (Fig. 10a).

Furthermore, the contingency graphs showed that among the MYCN non-ampli�ed young pediatric
neuroblastoma patients with high DST expression, 73% or 62% patients were in favorable or low risk sub-
group, receptively. Contrast with the 16% or 0% patients were in favorable or low risk sub-group in MYCN
non-ampli�ed young pediatric neuroblastoma patients with low DST expression (Fig. 10b). Combined all
those results suggested that MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients with high DST
expression levels had the best clinical overall survival.

Discussion
Using the combining expression and clinical data derived from TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047
datasets, our study delineates the inner heterogeneity within MYCN ampli�ed and non-ampli�ed
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neuroblastoma sub-groups. MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma is heterogeneous, comprised
young and old sub-groups. And MYCN non-ampli�ed young pediatric neuroblastoma patients have better
prognosis. NMF assay adds further proofs that MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma includes
distinct sub-consensuses and each sub-consensus has different clinical outcomes. Furthermore, even
young and old MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma sub-groups are not biological entity. MYCN
non-ampli�ed young patients with high DST expression levels have the best prognosis. On the contrary,
MYCN non-ampli�ed old patients with low DST expression levels have unfavorable prognosis. These
analyses provide deep understanding of the heterogeneity landscape of neuroblastoma.

Dystonin/BPAG1 (DST) is bullous pemphigoid antigen 1, involving the autoimmune response in the
development of bullous pemphigoid [17]. DST is also associated with multiple neurological disorders,
including Parkinson’s disease [18], Alzheimer’s disease [19], epilepsy, dementia and multiple sclerosis [20],
through regulation of cytoskeletal dynamics [21] and cell migration [22]. However, the functions of DST in
neuroblastoma are barely known. We �nd that DST is an independent prognostic factor in MYCN non-
ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma and highly expressed in MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma
patients. Combination of DST, age and MYCN achieve best prognostic effects in neuroblastoma. ALCAM,
CACNA2D3, EPB41L4A and KIFIB share similar expression signature and prognostic effects with DST.
Moreover, the prognostic signi�cances of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, EPB41L4A and KIFIB in MYCN non-
ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma are not previously reported.

In our study, we show that MYCN ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma is relatively homogeneous, only one
gene CSNK1G2 could divide the MYCN ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma into prognostic signi�cant sub-
groups. We think that this observation is derived from several reasons. One, MYCN ampli�ed pediatric
neuroblastoma is truly biological entity. Another reason is the lack of enough samples to reveal inner
complexity and heterogeneity of MYCN ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma. There are 124 MYCN non-
ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma samples with expression data. However, the number of MYCN
ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma samples with expression data is only 37 in TARGET dataset. Third, in
our study, we use only age and NMF assay to distinguish the sub-groups of MYCN ampli�ed pediatric
neuroblastoma patients. Using other methods, for example, sub-class mapping (SubMap) [23] or
Similarity network fusion (SNF) [24] in large cohort of MYCN ampli�ed patients may achieve better
classi�cation of MYCN ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma.

The purpose of our study is to determine the molecular inner sub-groups within each of the MYCN
ampli�ed and MYCN non-ampli�ed core sub-groups of pediatric neuroblastoma. The present study
suggests the homogeneity of MYCN ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma. However, MYCN non-ampli�ed
pediatric neuroblastoma could be divided into several sub-groups by age and DST expression levels. Our
results suggest that MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma young patients with high DST expression levels
have the best clinical overall survival. However, there are limitations for bioinformatic analysis that the
results are generated from published TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets and lack of further
experimental validations in neuroblastoma cell or neuroblastoma patients. Therefore, functions and
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prognosis of DST in MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma should be further validated. Also the clustering
of MYCN ampli�ed neuroblastoma in a large number of patients is further needed.

Conclusions
MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma is a heterogeneous disease and could be divided into sub-groups
based on age or the expression levels of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A and KIFIB. MYCN non-
ampli�ed neuroblastoma young patients with high DST expression levels have the best clinical overall
survival.
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Figures

Figure 1

Age and MYCN ampli�cation are independent prognostic factors in pediatric neuroblastoma. (a) Overall
survival was analyzed in old (red) and young (blue) pediatric neuroblastoma patients in TARGET,
GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets. P values were generated from Log-rank test. (b) Box plot showed the
mean age of MYCN ampli�ed (red) and MYCN non-ampli�ed (blue) pediatric neuroblastoma patients. P
values were determined using the Student’s t test. (c) Multivariate cox regression was used to test the
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prognostic relevance of age and MYCN ampli�cation in neuroblastoma, using TARGET, GSE49710 and
GSE85047 datasets.

Figure 2

MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma is a heterogeneous disease and MYCN non-ampli�ed
young neuroblastoma patients have better prognosis. (a) Pediatric neuroblastoma patients in TARGET,
GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets were divided into MYCN ampli�ed old, MYCN ampli�ed young, MYCN
non-ampli�ed old and MYCN non-ampli�ed young four sub-groups. The Kaplan-Meier plots determined
the different overall survival of those four sub-groups. P values were determined using Log-rank test. (b)
Contingency graphs showed the number of MYCN ampli�ed, MYCN non-ampli�ed old and MYCN non-
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ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients in each histological sub-group in TARGET dataset. P values
were determined by Chi-square test.

Figure 3

Three sub-consensuses of MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients are with different clinical overall
survival. (a) MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in TARGET dataset were divided into two sub-
consensuses based on the globe gene expression signature using NMF assay. Overall survival was
analyzed in sub-consensus 1 and sub-consensus 2 MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma
patients in TARGET datasets. P values were generated from Log-rank test. (b-d) MYCN non-ampli�ed
neuroblastoma patients were divided into three sub-consensuses in TARGET (b), GSE49710 (c) and
GSE85047 (d) dataset. Overall survival was analyzed in each sub-consensus.
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Figure 4

MYCN ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma is a relatively homogeneous disease. (a-b) MYCN ampli�ed
neuroblastoma patients in TARGET dataset were divided into two sub-consensuses (a) or three sub-
consensuses (b) using NMF assay. Overall survival was analyzed in each sub-consensus. (c) Venn
diagram depicted the common prognostic genes in MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in
TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets. (d) Venn diagram depicted the common prognostic genes
in MYCN ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets. (e) The
Kaplan-Meier plots demonstrated the prognostic effects of CSNK1G2 in MYCN ampli�ed pediatric
neuroblastoma using TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets. Patients were divided into two sub-
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groups based on the mean expression levels of CSNK1G2. The log-rank test was used to determine the
overall survival P-values

Figure 5

Identi�cation of the transcriptional pro�ling in MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients (a)
Heatmaps demonstrated the differentially expressed genes in MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma
patients in TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets. (b) The enriched functional gene ontology from
the differentially expressed genes in MYCN non-ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients in TARGET
dataset. (c) Venn diagram depicted the common genes which were differentially expressed in MYCN non-
ampli�ed young neuroblastoma patients in TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets. (d) Heatmaps
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demonstrated the expression levels of the common genes in TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047
datasets.

Figure 6

High expression levels of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A or KIFIB are associated with the favorable
prognosis of MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients. (a-c) The Kaplan-Meier plots demonstrated
the prognostic effects of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A and KIFIB in MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric
neuroblastoma using TARGET dataset (a), GSE49710 dataset (b) and GSE85047 dataset (c). Patients
were divided into two sub-groups based on the mean expression levels of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST,
EPB41L4A or KIFIB. The log-rank test was used to determine the overall survival P-values.
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Figure 7

High expression levels of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A or KIFIB are associated with the favorable
prognosis of neuroblastoma patients. The Kaplan-Meier plots demonstrated the prognostic effects of
ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A or KIFIB in pediatric neuroblastoma using TARGET dataset (a),
GSE49710 dataset (b) and GSE85047 dataset (c).
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Figure 8

CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A and KIFIB are down-regulated in the sub-consensus 3 of MYCN non-
ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients. Box plots showed the relative expression levels of CACNA2D3, DST,
EPB41L4A and KIFIB in different sub-consensuses of MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in
TARGET dataset (a), GSE49710 dataset (b) and GSE85047 dataset (c). P values were performed using
Student’s t test.
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Figure 9

Expression level of DST is an independent prognostic factor in MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric
neuroblastoma. (a) Corrplots demonstrated the association of ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A and
KIFIB in MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047 datasets.
The color of the circle represented the correlation coe�cients. (b) Multivariate cox regression was used to
determine the correlation of age, ALCAM, CACNA2D3, DST, EPB41L4A or KIFIB expression levels and
overall survival in MYCN non-ampli�ed neuroblastoma patients in TARGET, GSE49710 and GSE85047
datasets.
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Figure 10

Young patients with high DST expression levels have the best prognosis in MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric
neuroblastoma. (a) MYCN non-ampli�ed pediatric neuroblastoma patients in TARGET, GSE49710 and
GSE85047 datasets were divided into old patients with high DST expression, old patients with low DST
expression, young patients with high DST expression and young patients with low DST expression four
sub-groups. The Kaplan-Meier plots determined the different overall survival of those four sub-groups. (b)
Contingency graphs showed the number of MYCN non-ampli�ed young pediatric neuroblastoma patients
with high or low DST expression in each histological sub-group. P values were determined by Chi-square
test.


